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Thatcher; Edgar Holmes McNeal A Source Book for Medieval History: Selected Documents Illustrating
the History of Europe in the Middle Age ISBN13:9780404063634 A Source Book for Medieval History:
Selected Documents Illustrating the History of Europe in the Middle Age Oliver JAlthough initially the
similarity of the contents of a book like Tierney's The Middle Ages and the collections of ninety years
ago was striking, this is no longer the case(1st) Slightly smaller, sturdy book, maroon cloth, gilt
lettering on spine very good, spine very slightly darker, first front end paper torn out--owner's name
removed? 619 lightly browned pages: documents of laws, oaths, treaties, decrees, letters and
othersAs to the others, there are hundreds of documents which would serve our purpose quite as
well as those we have used, perhaps even betterIt covers Pre-History, Mesopotamia, Egypt, Israel,
Greece, and Rome[Please DO NOT download and incorporate the texts permanently into your local
network websitesGeary, Readings in Medieval History, (Peterborough, Ont.: Broadview,1989, 1991),
834 pages, and to Brian Tierney, The Middle Ages, Volume I: Sources of Medieval History, 5th edPaul
Halsall, ORB sources editorLast Modified: Nov 4, 2011 [linked pages may have been updated more
recently] The Internet Medieval Sourcebook is located at the Fordham University Center for Medieval
StudiesA source book for medival history; selected documents illustrating the history of Europe in
the Middle Age Item Preview remove-circle Share or Embed This Item EMBED EMBED (for
wordpress.com hosted blogs) [archiveorg asourcebookform03mcnegoog width=560 height=384
frameborder=0 webkitallowfullscreen=true mozallowfullscreen=true] Want more? Advanced
embedding details, examples, and help!

Our purpose in general has been to present material touching only what may be called the most
important matters (persons, events, movements, institutions, and conditions) of the whole
mediaeval periodNot all the documents here are out of copyright, and I claim copyright on the the
specific electronic form, modernized versions of texts and any notes (this is not to prevent you using
the material freely, merely to prevent others using it commercially).What is asked is that reference
to the source of the material is included, and that no commercial use be made of the materialBook
Condition: FairCreate a Want BookSleuth Can't remember the title or the author of a book? Our
BookSleuth is specially designed for youFor instance, all of Pope Gregory I's letters are available, but
in one 500 page documentAs a result there is a process called "link rot" - which means that a
"broken link" is a result of someone having taken down a web pageAn effort is under way to remove
bad linksIndeed the genealogy of such texts is a minor area of possible historiographical researchThe
specific electronic form, and any notes and questions are copyright

Since 2000, very few links to external sites have been madeIf you teach a class and have reading
guides prepared for any of the material here, I would be happy to include it with the various textsex
library copy, with associated marks[At UNF] We have not tried to make a complete source-book for
the period, but only to offer in usable form illustrative material which may be of service to both
teacher and student in general or information coursesThe following Sourcebooks are primarily based
on subsets of documents from the three main chronologically arranged collectionsWEB indicates a
link to one of small number of high quality web sites which provide either more texts or an especially
valuable overview

[In the Internet Medieval Sourcebook, but not the other associated sourcebooks, if there is no
indication of the file's location then the text is hosted locally and the link should be workingWhile it
may throw light on many other things, the teacher should be warned not to attempt to deduce from
these few documents the whole history and life of the Middle A geTEXTS Since these texts come
from a variety of printed materials, translators, and sources, they will vary in qualityAll Rights
ReservedNo indication means that the text file is localIt may not be used in any way for profitThis
site is intended for educational use
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(Oliver Joseph), 1857-1937; McNeal, Edgar Holmes, 1874- joint author texts eye 614 favorite 0
comment 0 Source: California Digital Library 1,100 1.1K A source book for medival history; selected
documents illustrating the history of Europe in the Middle Age Jul 25, 2007 07/07 by Thatcher, Oliver
JCOVERAGE and SELECTION: After ten years of steady development, the Sourcebook, while
continuing to make available a wide range of texts which address elite governmental, legal, religious
and economic concerns, now also includes a large selection of texts on women's and gender history,
Islamic and Byzantine history, Jewish history, and social history GOAL: The goal here then has been
to construct an Internet Medieval Sourcebook from available public domain and copy-permitted
textsCaveat emptor! USAGE: This Sourcebook is specifically designed for teachers to use in
teachingFair use statement:favorite share flag Flag this item for Graphic Violence Graphic Sexual
Content Spam, Scam or Fraud Broken or Empty Data textsA source book for medival history;
selected documents illustrating the history of Europe in the Middle Age by Thatcher, Oliver JIn some
cases though, the copyrighted text is the only one to use, and that provides a reason to buy the
book I supposeTierney tends to reproduce the selection criteria, and often the texts, of older
sourcebooks and includes excerpts from medieval literary worksFacsimile PDF24.03 MBThis is a
facsimile or image-based PDF made from scans of the original book. 2c3f341067
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